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The Need for a Reexamination
The book, Computing the Future: A Broader
Agenda for Computer Science and Engineering by
the National Research Council [HL92]l starts its
Excvutivc Summary as follows:
... both the intellectual focus of academic
CS&E [computer science and engineering]
and the environment in which the field is
embedded arc today in the midst of
significant change. ...
Further into the Executive Summary, the
committee outlines its recommendations and
priorities including:
... given the pressing economic and social
needs of the nation and the changing
environment for industry and academia,
the commit tee believes that academic
CS&E must broaden its self-concept or risk
becoming increasingly
irrelevant
to
computing practice.
In addition, the Association of Computing
Machinery report on ‘The Scope and Directions of
Computer Science: Compu tin& Applications, and
Computational Science” [A911 advised:
A close interaction between computer
rcscarchcrs and others is essential so that
the questions under investigation remain
connected to real concerns. Otherwise
computing
research can drift
into

irrelevance and cease to earn public
support.
Speaking even more urgently, Professor Peter
Denning, a former President of ACM, starts his
article “Educating A New Engineer” [D92] with
the observation that:
University education is experiencing an
enormous breakdown.
An increasing
number of students, .employers, faculty,
business
executives,
management
specialists,
public
officials,
and
taxpayers
have
declared
their
dissatisfaction with the education and
research that is available in most of our
universities.
He proceeds to note “The connection between
much of the research in universities and the
concerns of people in business firms or general
public concerns is not apparant either to the
outside observer or to the researcher.”
As one colleague
noted,
developing
information-intensive solutions to complex global
transportation management problems, such as
intransit visibility,
can be just as challenging
research as developing new query optimization
algorithms - but can have impacts that can be
measured in billions of dollars of savings.
Database researchers can either work proactively
to define the future or they will be inevitably
dragged into it.

IThis paper makes use of some material from that
study and the author’s participation in related
panel discussions.

The Challenge: Key Business Problems
Much of the content of this section emerged
from this author’s
participation
in the
“Management in the 1990s” research project at
MIT which culminated with the publication of
the book, The Corporation
of the
2990s:
Information
Technology and Organizational
Transformation JM91, S9lJ.
is characterized
by
Business
today
dramatically increased geographic scope due to
globalization and world-wide competition, severe
time and productivity pressures, and a rapidly
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changing environment that often requires the
restructuring of a company’s operations in a very
short time IM92, M931. Movements toward
consolidation (e.g., through bank mergers) are
occuring at the same time as movements towards
decentralization (e.g., the disintegration of IBM
into multiple “Baby Blues”).
Often the movement toward consolidation of
previously independent companies or divisions
into a single unit is motivated by the goal of
gaining economy of scale.
Thus, a rapid
integration of separately maintained databases,
processes, and networks would be necessary.
Automated
data conversion,
interopcrablc
network protocols, and transportable software
systems are some of the major technological
features necessary in such an environment.
Over and over the issue of time comes up.
Popular
phrases
include
“just-in-time”,
“continuous flow of information”, “time-based
functionality”, and “time-to-market”.
Businesses
are trying to compress the time from product
concept to start of production, the time from
product order to product ship, and the time to
respond to a competitor’s action. As an extreme
case, many innovations in the financial services
industry have a life span, from product concept to
first deployment to final abandonment, of less
In the business community,
than a month.
computer systems are often viewed as a major
obstacle to time compression rather than a
facilitator (one executive has a sign in his office
that reads: “Once upon a time I thought that
computers were the solution, now I realize that
they are my major problem.“)
One example that illustrates these needs and
problems involves several ships full of goods being
sent from the USA to help people in a foreign
country suffering from a political disruption.
While the ships were underway, the political
situation improved in that country but a natural
disaster struck another nearby country.
The
question posed was: Could one or more of the ships
be diverted to help deal with the new disaster?
This involved knowing what goods were supplied
(they had come from multiple sources, each with
their own computer systems), in which containers
had those goods been stored, which containers
were on which ships, and where was each of the
ships currently located. Even though all of the
necessary information existed in some computer
system, there were so many disparate systems
involved that a manual inspection of the contents
of all the containers on each ship was ordered.

Thus, a delay of several days occurred before the
appropriate ships could be rcdeploycd.
Although the above cxamplc may seem to be
an interesting but isolated case, it rcprcscnts much
more the norm than the exception in dealing with
complex global transportation situations.
For
example, during the Gulf War, of the 40,000
containers of material shipped to the Gulf, abollt
28,000 had to be manually unloaded and inspcctcd
in order to determine their contents. In g<~nl~raI,
the physical movement of material was mslrr
than the movement of the supporting information.
Transportation and logistic systems, in gcncral,
represent major challcngcs to the cffcctivlb
utilization of information technology IQ91 I.
Some Key Research Issues
Effectively
integrating
information
from
multiple sources both within organizations and
between organizations
rcprescnt
both an
important solution to many critical business needs
IM911 and a key challenge for integration
technology research IMSW90, MW91, SM89al. An
organization can be simultaneously “data rich”
and “information poor” if they do not know how to
identify, catcgorizc, summarize, and organize the
data.
Although
there arc many important
integration technology rcscarch needs in this
area, four particular
challenges
will bc
highlighted
as examples:
clicnt/scrvcr
architectures, data semantics acquisition, data
quality, and data semantics evolution.
Client/server control and evolution. The socalled “client/server”
architecture is more than
just technology, it represents an incrcascd
empowerment of the user and a dramatic increase
in the decentralization of control.
This has
implications both for controlling the amount of
load that is introduced by the users [CC931 and the
ability to make use of and/or transition legacy
systems (KF931.
Data semantics acauisition.
As business
operations
bccomk increasingly
dispcrscd
geographically and functionally, differcnccs in
work processes at each site performed by people
trained for each site will bccomc more critical,
incompatibilities
and
leading
to data
inconsistencies when these differing sites must
For example, a certain insurance
interact.
company has 17 different definitions of the term
“net written premium” which is their primary
is used
measure of sales. Which definition
depends on which officct and functional group
within the company is using the twm and lor
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what purposes the definition is being used. A
useful integration of this company’s databases
would need to reconcile conflicting definitions of
terms when necessary. Before these differences
could bc reconciled, we would need to be able to
rcprcscnt the semantics of the data as used in each
cnvironmcnt, this is sometimes called the context
of the data [SM9lb]. Further research on using
mctadata to represent context definitions would
provide the basis for capturing and disseminating
knowledge about data meanings and facilitate the
data reconciliation
and integration
process
ISM89b, SM9lal.
Dnta twnlitv.
Organizations have become
very concerned about quality in areas ranging from
manufacturing
quality to software program
quality.
Data quality, in comparison, has
received relatively
little attention.
Issues
rclating to data quality are becoming increasingly
important as information is moved through the
organization.lBP931
To a large extent, data
quality considerations in the past were handled
through personal familiarity; the user knew the
characteristics of the data used in his or her
organization and informally took this into account
when using the data. This approach is not
feasible as increasing numbers of information
sources are used, many not well known to the user.
They are increasingly exposed to data with
various levels of quality for which they do not
have first-hand familiarity.
Furthermore, many
currently automated processes for converting,
merging, and manipulating
the data renders
inaccessible information about the original data
that might have conveyed information about its
quality. For example, the source of a given piece
of information is often a key element in judgemcnts
about its credibility and quality IWM901. Thcrc
arc many additional data quality attributes that
may bc important, such as accuracy, completeness,
timeliness, and stability. Defining and measuring
the important data quality attributes, which we
rcfcr to as context characteristics, and properly
maintaining this quality-related information as
data moves through and between systems
represents a significant research challenge. With
this quality information, decision makers would
be better able to make more effective use of the
data.
Evoloinu semantics. It must be realized that
autonomous databases are independently evolving
in semantics as well as in content (i.e., values).
For example, consider the situation of stock

exchanges around the world. Not only are the
stock prices changing continuously,
but the
definition of the stock price also can change. At
some time in the future, the Paris stock exchange
will probably change from being measured in
French francs to ECUs (European Currency Units).
The normal “ticker tape” data feeds do not
explicitly report the currency, it is implicit in the
context of the source. More subtle examples
include changes from reporting “latest nominal
price” to “latest closing price” or from a
percentage based pricing to actual prices, as
stock
currently
happening
at the Madrid
exchange. Furthermore, in a historical database
of stock prices, it must be recognized that the
meanings had changed over time especially when
doing a longitudinal analysis.
What is needed is not only a way to capture
the meaning of each of these sources but also a
way to represent the desired (or assumed) meaning
of the receiver, which may be a human, an
application, or another database. Then it would
be possible to development a capability, which
WCrefer to as a context mediator, to formally and
automatically compare the semantics of the source
and the receiver to determine if they are
compatible, partially compatible, convertible, or
incomparable. Research on the source/receiver
model [SM9lal represents a direction towards
solving the more general problem, which we call
context interchange [SM9lbl.
Conclusions
It has been observed that the evolution of a
field goes through periodic discontinuities.
At
these transition points, new paradigms and
directions
emerge. The VLDB community is
uniquely positioned to be a leader in helping to
make this happen.
But, before we can help
transform the field, we have to be prepared to
transform ourselves.
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